
we care for them!

PetRethink
because we love them!

www.rethinkpetusa.com



-

PetRethink

Your dog will appreciate the fun new toy and the planet will appreciate your choice when you 
select the ReThink Pet Toy Collection. Made from 100% recycled plastic water bottles, and 
durable materials. 

Your dog can gnaw and tug to his heart’s content it’s made with high-quality, densely-woven 
materials and even helps clean your dog’s teeth and gums.  Some of our toys can also float, 
so it’s perfect for a game of fetch at the lake or pool. When your pup is done with the toy, you 
can simply recycle it to continue the recycling infinite loop.



Keep their mind engaged for hours
and from getting bored in the house.

SKU 69584

PetRethink

Made from 100%
Recycled Plastic

Bottles!
Recycled 100%

Eco-bud

Long-
Lasting

High Tensile
Strength

Densely-
Woven

made of 100% r
High-quality densely-woven construction, 

ecycled water bottles. 

This toy can be recycled after use for 
infinite loop recycling. Gently acts to 
clean your dog's teeth & gums.

H: 8 in • W: 3.5 in



SKU

PetRethink

Made from 100%
Recycled Plastic

Bottles!

Recycled 100%

Eco-bud

Long-
Lasting

High Tensile
Strength

Densely-
Woven

69584
H: 8 in • W: 3.5 in

Keep their mind engaged for hours
and from getting bored in the house.

High-quality densely-woven construction, 
ecycled water bottles. 

This toy can be recycled after use for 
infinite loop recycling. Gently acts to 
clean your dog's teeth & gums.



Keep their mind engaged for hours
and prevent  boredom in the house!

Gently acts to clean your dog's 
teeth & gums!

Designed for every bite, 
stretch, and cuddle for your 
furry friend. Play Pal con-
tains a nylon center that 
makes it long-lasting and a 
soft alluring outer texture 
with a built-in squeak. Add 
layers of fun to your dog’s 
playtime.

-

SKU 69591

PetRethink

Built-in 
Squeak

Long-
lasting

High Tensile
Strength

Durable
Nylon

Play Pal

ROXY

H: 8 in • W: 3.5 in



Keep their mind 
engaged for hours

and prevent  boredom 
in the house!

Gently acts to clean 
your dog's teeth & 

gums!

Designed for every 
bite, stretch, and 
cuddle for your furry 
friend. Play Pal con-
tains a nylon center 
that makes it long-last-
ing and a soft alluring 
outer texture with a 
built-in squeak. Add 
layers of fun to your 
dog’s playtime.

-

PetRethink

Built-in 
Squeak

Long-
lasting

High Tensile
Strength

Durable
Nylon

Play Pal

SKU 69591

STAR

H: 8 in • W: 3.5 in



Keep their mind engaged for hours
and prevent  boredom in the house!

Gently acts to clean your dog's 
teeth & gums!

Designed for every bite, 
stretch, and cuddle for your 
furry friend. Play Pal con-
tains a nylon center that 
makes it long-lasting and a 
soft alluring outer texture 
with a built-in squeak. Add 
layers of fun to your dog’s 
playtime.

PetRethink

Built-in 
Squeak

Long-
lasting

High Tensile
Strength

Durable
Nylon

Play Pal

SKU 69591

LUNA

H: 8 in • W: 3.5 in



The treat dispenser promotes perfect dental 
hygiene and mental stimulation. 

The rubber structure helps reduce noise and 
ensures the safety of your dog, so they can enjoy 

the activites that make them happy.

Fill the bone with your dog's favorite treats! 

SKU 69573

PetRethink

Perfect Dental
Hygiene

Treat Hole
Refill

Floating

Beef
Flavored

H: 7 in • W: 3.5 in



The treat dispenser promotes perfect dental 
hygiene and mental stimulation. 

The rubber structure helps reduce noise and 
ensures the safety of your dog, so they can enjoy 

the activites that make them happy.

Fill the bone with your dog's favorite treats! 

SKU 69574

PetRethink

Perfect Dental
Hygiene

Treat Hole
Refill

Floating

Beef
Flavored

H: 7 in • W: 3.5 in



Oral health

Designed to help freshen breath, stimulate gums, 
and reduce tartar and plaque buildup as your dog 

plays and chews away!

Gently and effectively eliminates bad breath, reduc-
es tartar buildup, and whitens and brightens your 

dog's teeth!

SKU 69580

Reduce
Tartar

Fresh
Breath

Durable
Design

Preventable 
Illnesses

PetRethink

Dental
Twist

Easy 
to clean

Helps eliminate your dog’s bad breath, 
and promotes dental hygiene to keep 
away particles and build up from 
causing gum disease. Never shy away 
from a doggy kiss again!

All natural rubber to withstand even the most aggressive of chewers. 
While no dog toy is truly indestructible, this one comes very close!

H: 7 in • W: 3.5 in



PetRethink

Chew-Toys
Odor
Stimulus
TECHNOLOGY

with

On top of making your dog’s day 
fun, the bacon scented chew toy 

is made completely of durable 
nylon, which makes it long last -
ing. The toy creates friction on 
teeth that supports maximum 

oral health and dental hygiene.

Keep their mind engaged for hours and 
getting bored in the house! 

Perfect Dental
Hygiene

Long-
lasting

Durable
Nylon

Bacon
Scented

SKU 69566

Dental

H: 8 in • W: 3.5 in



PetRethink

Chew-Toys
Odor
Stimulus
TECHNOLOGY

with

On top of making your dog’s day 
fun, the bacon scented chew toy 

is made completely of durable 
nylon, which makes it long last-
ing. The toy creates friction on 
teeth that supports maximum 

oral health and dental hygiene.

Keep their mind engaged for hours and 
getting bored in the house! 

Perfect Dental
Hygiene

Long-
lasting

Durable
Nylon

Bacon
Scented

SKU 69567

Dental

H: 8 in • W: 3.5 in



H: 7 in • W: 3.5 in

PetRethink

Chew-Toys
Odor
Stimulus
TECHNOLOGY

with

On top of making your dog’s day fun, the bacon scented 
chew toy is made completely of durable nylon, which 

makes it long lasting. The toy creates friction on teeth that 
supports maximum oral health and dental hygiene.

Keep their mind engaged for hours and 
getting bored in the house! 

Perfect Dental
Hygiene

Long-
lasting

Durable
Nylon

Bacon
Scented

SKU 69563

H: 7 in • W: 3.5 in



PetRethink

Chew-Toys
Odor
Stimulus
TECHNOLOGY

with

On top of making your dog’s day fun, the bacon scented 
chew toy is made completely of durable nylon, which 

makes it long lasting. The toy creates friction on teeth that 
supports maximum oral health and dental hygiene.

Keep their mind engaged for hours and 
getting bored in the house! 

Perfect Dental
Hygiene

Long-
lasting

Durable
Nylon

Bacon
Scented

SKU 69564

H: 7 in • W: 3.5 in



PetRethink

Chew-Toys
Odor
Stimulus
TECHNOLOGY

with

On top of making your dog’s day fun, the bacon scented 
chew toy is made completely of durable nylon, which 

makes it long lasting. The toy creates friction on teeth that 
supports maximum oral health and dental hygiene.

Keep their mind engaged for hours and 
getting bored in the house! 

Perfect Dental
Hygiene

Long-
lasting

Durable
Nylon

Bacon
Scented SKU 69565

H: 7 in • W: 3.5 in



The outer coating has a lightness & 
softness factor that helps provide 

high elasticity, tensile strength, and 
durability.

Durable, natural, no chemical smell 
rubber retains shape, bounces well, 

and stands up to tough chew

Made from E-TPU (Expanded Thermo-
plastic Polyurethane) Technology, Bounce 
Ball keeps your dog active. The outer 
coating has a lightness & softness factor 
that helps provide high elasticity, tensile 
strength, and durability.

SKU 69599

PetRethink

E-TPU 

100%
Recyclable

High Abrasion
Resistant

Long-
lasting

High Tensile
Strength

Lightness &
Softness

Bounce Ball

E-TPU 

H: 7 in • W: 3.5 in



PetRethink
because we love them!

www.rethinkpetusa.com


